Abstract-Multicarrier waveforms such as orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) found their way into radar applications in the last few years. However, currently, typically only a fraction of the large baseband bandwidth required to obtain high resolution is available in practice due to hardware limitations. In this paper, we propose a frequency-agile sparse OFDM radar processing that allows the transmission of consecutive bandwidth-reduced OFDM pulses on different carriers, and thereby covering a much larger measurement bandwidth in a measurement frame. Through joint processing of multiple narrowband pulses and compressed sensing methods, high resolution and unambiguity in the joint range-velocity profile are obtained comparable to an equivalent wideband OFDM. It shows that a baseband bandwidth of 20% of the full channel bandwidth is sufficient to reliably obtain the same result as for an equivalent wideband OFDM signal. The proposed processing scheme is validated using simulations and radar measurements at 77 GHz.
in [6] . In [7] and [8] , radar image processing based on the Fourier transform to gain joint range and velocity information is applied, similar to chirp-sequence processing. Since most of the signal processing is done digitally, pure OFDM radar enables new possibilities for flexible and adaptive radar schemes. However, in contrast to FMCW radar, OFDM radar has the drawback that the baseband and RF bandwidth are identical. Furthermore, the achievable resolution in range is proportional to the reciprocal of the RF bandwidth. Hence, to achieve high range resolution (HRR), a large RF and, consequently, baseband bandwidth is required. This also means that the wideband signal has to be AD/DA converted at the transmitter and receiver. Especially in automotive applications, high resolution as well as large unambiguity regions for range and velocity are required. For example, a resolution of 10 cm requires a bandwidth of 1.5 GHz. It is foreseeable that a hardware offering sufficient high sampling and data processing rates will not be achievable in the near future.
Hence, various suggestions to reduce the required OFDM bandwidth, and thereby, the hardware requirements, have been proposed recently. A promising idea is to combine narrowband OFDM signals and frequency agility, in terms of subsequent transmission on different carriers.
In [9] , a frequency-hopping OFDM concept is presented. HRR is achieved by synthesizing multiple narrowband signals of different carriers. This method is only for stationary or lowvelocity targets. In [10] , a similar frequency-agile concept is presented where also Doppler processing is investigated. Different frequency-agility strategies, narrowband and wideband, are proposed and evaluated. In [11] , OFDM processing to achieve high resolution in range is shown using linearly increasing discrete frequency steps. Again, the method is only applicable for small velocities. A processing scheme seeking both high range and velocity resolution using linear repetitive frequency steps is proposed in [12] . The processing of the receive signal is achieved using the fast Fourier transform (FFT). Due to the constant step repetition, the unambiguous Doppler range is reduced compared to the equivalent full OFDM transmission by the number of steps.
A drawback of many of these deterministic low-bandwidth, frequency-agile OFDM concepts is that they lack Doppler 0018-9480 © 2018 IEEE. Translations and content mining are permitted for academic research only. Personal use is also permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
processing concepts and flexibility compared to an equivalent wideband OFDM. Moreover, high resolution is achieved at the expense of unambiguity. To overcome these limitations, we propose a flexible, nondeterministic processing concept combining low-bandwidth signals, random frequency hopping, and compressed sensing (CS) methods. In the following, this concept is referred to as sparse OFDM.
CS [13] , [14] is a powerful tool to estimate or reconstruct a high-dimensional signal from its sub-Nyquist sampled low dimensional and noisy observations. In OFDM-radar applications, CS is applied to improve passive radar detection [6] , [15] . In [16] , CS is used for interference mitigation in a combined communication and radar system. A subNyquist OFDM-radar system is presented in [17] . A set of bandpass filters are used to sample portions of a wideband OFDM signal block wisely. The signal is reconstructed using CS methods. In addition, an optimal sampling strategy is proposed. In [18] , an HRR radar based on the frequency-agile concept in [9] is shown. The reconstruction of signals using regularly subsampled or decimated measurement matrices is addressed. However, the method does not address Doppler processing.
In this paper, we propose a concept that combines CS and narrowband OFDM and offers the possibility to preserve resolution and unambiguity of a wideband OFDM signal but requiring only a fraction of its baseband bandwidth. Furthermore, joint range-velocity processing to gain information of targets via straightforward FFT is possible similar to the standard OFDM radar. To increase the aimed measurement bandwidth, the wider RF bandwidth is achieved by subsequent transmission of narrowband OFDM signals using different carrier frequencies, similar to frequency hopping. The meaning of narrowband in this context means narrow compared to the aimed large channel bandwidth. Instead of linear and periodical frequency concepts, which reduce the Doppler unambiguity due to periodic subsampling of the signal, discrete but randomly chosen frequencies are used in order to preserve the unambiguity of the original equivalent full OFDM and enable CS processing to reconstruct the noisy, sub-Nyquist sampled signal. Furthermore, the scheme allows using altering bandwidths and lengths of the consecutive narrowband signals.
We show that applying CS to a sparse OFDM signal, consisting of synthesized narrowband OFDM blocks, allows reconstruction of the radar scene exhibiting the same resolution as with an equivalent full OFDM radar without loss of unambiguity. In addition, due to the significant reduction of the signal bandwidth in sparse OFDM, the requirement on AD/DA converters, mixers, amplifiers, filters, data throughput, and storage are relaxed. It turns out, that, with the proposed sparse OFDM processing scheme, only 10%-30% of the total measurement bandwidth is required to obtain a comparable result as with an equivalent full-bandwidth OFDM signal regarding resolution and unambiguity of range and Doppler. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a short introduction to standard full OFDM is given. Signal generation, receive processing, and evaluation of sparse OFDM signals without CS is presented in Section III. In Section IV, a short introduction to CS and the applied algorithms and methods are presented. In Sections V and VI, the processing scheme is validated using simulations and radar measurements of extended targets.
II. STANDARD OFDM RADAR
In this section, required properties of an OFDM-radar signal are briefly summarized. An idealized OFDM signal is composed of N orthogonal continuous wave signals, usually referred to as subcarriers. On every subcarrier, a random sequence of data symbols is transmitted. Assuming the duration of each symbol to be T , the frequency spacing of the subcarriers to guarantee orthogonality is f = 1/T . Hence, the resulting signal bandwidth is W = N f .
An idealized OFDM symbol is given as
where d(ν) is the complex data symbol on the νth subcarrier which is drawn from a finite set (signal constellation, here, we assume QPSK). A sequence of M individual OFDM symbols is called a frame. This scheme is further referred to as full OFDM. In practice, this theoretic signal (1) is approximated via discrete-time processing. To this end, the block of data
] is fed to an inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT). To handle the intersymbol interference due to signal delays caused by targets in the channel, a cyclic prefix (CP) of N cp = N T cp /T samples is added. The discrete-time sequence is then DA converted and filtered in order to suppress spectral replica. Finally, the baseband signal is mixed to a carrier frequency, and transmitted. Noteworthy, the digitally generated, practical OFDM signal is never identical to (1) since alias components due to the periodic nature of the spectrum of discrete-time signals cannot be removed via the filtering of the DA-converted signal.
To simplify the exposition and emphasize the theoretical concepts, the idealized OFDM signal is treated in the following and the CP is neglected.
III. SPARSE OFDM
The range resolution of an OFDM radar is given as
where c 0 is the speed of light. Using typical state-of-the-art industrial or automotive radars sensors to sample and process the aimed large RF bandwidth required for high resolution is impractical, even unrealizable in the near future.
To overcome the bandwidth limitations due to hardware restrictions, we combine a smaller available bandwidth and frequency agility to obtain a larger measurement bandwidth. The frequency hopping can be realized with a variation of the monofrequent local oscillator (LO) signal. This signal is used for both upconversion and downconversion, hence, the absolute phase of the LO signal does not matter. To cover a large bandwidth, the LO must be able to perform fast frequency hopping within the range of the desired measurement bandwidth. Enhancing the processing concepts of [12] and [19] , instead of equal sized OFDM pulses or a strict periodic frequency pattern, we use short sequences of narrowband OFDM pulses of different bandwidths and a randomly chosen discrete frequency pattern. This has the advantage that periodic subsampling is avoided and the resulting significant loss in Doppler unambiguity is prevented such that the unambiguity of the full transmission is available.
A. Transmit Signal Representation and Generation
In one measurement frame, B individual subsequent short narrowband OFDM signals, each consisting of M b OFDM symbols and N b subcarriers, b = 0, . . . , B − 1, are transmitted. In the following, such signals are simply referred to as blocks. In Fig. 1 , a baseband time-frequency representation of seven consecutive blocks is shown exemplary. With d b (m, n) representing the mth QPSK symbol of length T , transmitted on the nth subcarrier of the bth block, the baseband signal of one block is then described by
Before transmission, the OFDM symbols of each block are mixed to their common block carrier f b . In order to preserve orthogonality among all subcarriers throughout the measurement frame, i.e., multiple blocks, only discrete carrier frequencies on the grid of f c + k f , k ∈ N 0 , are allowed. Thereby, f c is the lowest possible carrier which corresponds to the carrier frequency of full OFDM. In addition, the signal may not exceed the allowed usable RF bandwidth W at no time, limiting the maximum carrier frequency of an OFDM symbol with bandwidth W b to
Hence, the individual block carrier frequency is
where
indicates the frequency-hopping pattern. Using (5), the resulting RF signal of (3) after upconversion is 
B. Transmission Pattern
In the RF band, the sequence of B transmitted blocks of a measurement frame covers the same measurement bandwidth and time as the equivalent full OFDM signal. In the following example, different from Fig. 2 , the blocks used for simpler description are not partially overlapped (in frequency). Using matrix representation, a frame with seven blocks
with X ∈ R N ×M . Replacing the block matrices x b by allones matrices 1 of the same size, the so-called transmission pattern 
C. Receive Signal
At the receiver, the OFDM symbols of each block are down converted to the baseband using their individual transmit carrier frequencies f b provided by the same oscillator as for upconversion.
Assuming a simple point scatterer model, a signal reflected from a target h is an attenuated and delayed version of the transmitted signal. The delay is given as
with range progression r h (t), relative velocity v h , and initial range r 0,h of the target.
Neglecting attenuation due to reflection as well as free-space losses and multipath propagation, the baseband receive signal of (3) reflected by a single target is
where the first and third term are part of the transmit signal in (3), and the second term is target dependent. The term
altered by the channel and hence constitute the received symbols. Next, each OFDM symbol is sampled using the sampling frequency (11) limited by the widest block. This sampling frequency is only a factor γ of the Nyquist frequency f s,full of the equivalent full OFDM. Afterward, an FFT over every OFDM symbol of the block is performed to obtain the information of the subcarriers. In the last step, the modulating terms d b (m, n) are removed from the received symbols d b (m, n) in (10) which gives the pure action of the channel in frequency domain. Plugging in (9) and replacing t by mT yields
where M is the number of preceding symbols in the measurement frame. The receive frame comprising M b OFDM symbols and N b frequency bins is given as
in matrix representation.
D. Processing Scheme
Evaluation of range and Doppler using a single block D b would result in low resolution not suitable for high-resolution automotive applications. To regain a wider total bandwidth, the baseband blocks have to be rearranged such that their phase relation is correct. A correct and unambiguous arrangement is derived through comparison of the matrices D b with the equivalent full OFDM receive signal. 
Using the block frequency (5) and variable substitution (14) is obtained. Consequently, the mth symbol of the bth block in the measurement frame is the (m + M )th transmitted symbol in total. Similarly, the nth subcarrier of the bth block equals (n f + f b ) in full OFDM. Using the block frequency (5), this can be reformulated with
Hence, the correct arrangement of the individual blocks is equal to the transmit structure (7) and the pattern (8) . Consequently, the sparse signal to evaluate is
with submatrices given by the blocks D b . Blank spaces are temporarily filled with zeros for evaluation. A schematic overview of the proposed signal flow of the transmit and receive path is shown in Fig. 3 .
E. Effects of the Signal Pattern on the Range-Doppler Evaluation
In conventional full OFDM radar, the radar image is obtained via IDFT (of each OFDM symbol) followed by a DFT processing (of each subcarrier) of the received signal frame. In [12] , it is shown that this processing is also valid in case of empty signal elements. Furthermore, it is shown that the resulting radar image has the same resolution as full OFDM. However, due to the regular subsampling of the subcarriers, the unambiguous velocity is reduced by the number of frequency steps. Unlike in [12] , the sampling period for a single subcarrier in sparse OFDM is not constant but random. As a consequence, the unambiguous velocity is not [10] , this improvement comes at the expense of rising artifacts in the range-velocity profile. At this point, it is worth mentioning that such a signal structure is not optimal for conventional FFT processing, but is a basic prerequisite for subsequent CS methods, as will be detailed later on. In the following, the impact of the sparse signal structure on the radar image is examined.
An equivalent full OFDM signal bandwidth of approximate 1 GHz and an observation time of 5 ms is chosen. The corresponding full OFDM parameters are summarized in Table I . An excerpt of conceivable options of the narrowband OFDM blocks are listed in Table II . In sparse configuration, it is possible to keep either none, one, or both of M b and N b fixed to a specific value for all blocks or alter one or both of the parameters from block to block. The corresponding baseband bandwidth and range resolution for every block configuration are given in the table as well. A single target at distance of r = 10 m with velocity v = 0 m/s and radar cross section (RCS) of σ = 10 m 2 is used.
In Fig. 4 , the range-velocity profiles of three different sparse configurations are shown exemplary. Comparing the results, the characteristic ridge along the velocity at the target range is observable. In [10] , it is shown that such a ridge emerges when narrowband blocks are transmitted at random frequencies. It is a result of the nonconstant pulse repetition interval on every subcarrier. Demanding random block-transmission patterns in order to combat unambiguity loss, this effect is inevitable.
The extent of the ridge in range dimension is proportional to the bandwidth of the blocks, where a larger block bandwidth results in a thinner ridge as can be seen by comparing the ridges in Fig. 4(a) and (b) .
Another finding is that the extent of the ridge along v decreases when the block duration increases. The reason is that the ridge is actually the main lobe of a broad sinc-function proportional to the block duration.
If the block duration is chosen alternately and random [see. Fig. 4(c) ], an additional vertical ridge along r at the target velocity appears. The extent of this ridge is proportional to the maximum block duration. The longer the blocks are in average, the sharper this ridge gets.
In summary, compared to full OFDM, a sparse OFDM range-velocity profile exhibits artifacts due to the random transmission pattern structure. However, since it does not use a regular or periodic grid, it prevents unambiguity loss and enables the utilization of CS methods.
F. Alternative View
The same scheme is straightforwardly obtained starting from the desired wideband full OFDM signal transmitted at carrier f c . If only a smaller bandwidth is measurable at once, symbols not located within the measurement band are irrelevant and can simply be set to zero. Thus, only N b adjacent subcarriers within the measurement band are nonzero. For every OFDM symbol, the location of this band within the wideband OFDM symbol is chosen randomly. This results in a full OFDM transmit and receive signal representation equivalent to (7) and (10) . The processing would be done as for standard OFDM, however, for all zero positions, no measurements are obtained.
Since all zero subcarriers are irrelevant, instead of f c , the frequency of the lowest nonzero subcarrier, f b , is sufficient for upconversion and downconversion. In addition, the bandwidth occupied by N b adjacent subcarriers which has to be processed reduces to N b f .
IV. RADAR IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION USING COMPRESSED SENSING
In order to apply CS methods, besides the random property of the transmission pattern, the signal needs to be sparse in some transformation domain. The sparse nature of the introduced OFDM optimization problem arises from the finite number of targets present in the radar scene. Each target has a distinct range and velocity mapped to an element in the rangevelocity matrix. In this domain, only elements containing targets have an entry significant different from zero. Therefore, most radar signals are sparse in the joint range-velocity domain if the number of potential targets is much smaller than the range-velocity measurement space.
The conventional approach to the CS task is to solve the underdetermined system of equations given the observations
with A ∈ C K ×L and noise vector n ∈ C K ×1 . This approach is suitable for processing of arrays by exploiting their sparse structure in a transformation domain. For OFDM-radar applications, this is equal to reconstruction of either range or velocity dimension through rowwise or columnwise reconstruction of Y in (16) . However, such a reconstruction of single OFDM symbols (rows) or subcarriers (columns) would not be able to cope with the dependence of its elements on both dimensions simultaneously. Thus, this dependence is not exploited in the reconstruction and further would result in poor range-velocity profiles and target detection. In order to gain performance by utilizing the intertwined information of range and velocity in Y , the problem in (17) needs to be extended to matrices for the radar sensing case. The measurement vector y is converted to the matrix Y . Likewise, the unknown vector s is converted to the unknown full OFDM range-velocity profile matrix. The matrix A is the link between the sub-Nyquist sampled time-frequency matrix Y and the range-velocity profile. It consists of DFT and IDFT processing of rows and columns, respectively, linking the information in time and frequency as well as the transmission pattern (8) . A detailed description is given in the Appendix, for simplicity, we only use A in the following.
Using CS, our goal is to obtain a full measurement approximation from Y providing full OFDM resolution and unambiguity. In addition, artifacts due to the transmission pattern should be diminished or eliminated. In order to exploit both range and velocity information appropriately, as previously mentioned, simultaneous reconstruction is required yielding a large-scale 2-D problem.
To estimate s in (17), a wide variety of approaches and algorithms exist. Considering the limited real radar hardware, our requirements to the algorithms are efficiency, low complexity, straightforward tuning, fast convergence, reliability, and applicability to large-scale and 2-D problems. Considering these requirements, some iterative approaches offer good opportunities, however, for good performance and reliability many iterative algorithms need to be tuned. As shown in [20] , perfect tuning of common iterative algorithms is complex and complicated. Furthermore, it is impractical and cumbersome to readjust the algorithms each time the radar scene or signal changes. For this reason, we will only use algorithms that are able to tune themselves and, if necessary, adapt themselves without having to intervene. In the following, three algorithms that meet these conditions are presented. Since in their basic implementations none of them is able to straightforwardly solve the large-scale 2-D task, adaptations, generalizations, and enhancements are introduced to their basic structure. We will focus on our adaptations for the algorithms in order to solve the sparse OFDM signal reconstruction in the following. Details on their backgrounds, derivations, and basic implementations can be found in the literature cited.
A. Split Augmented Lagrangian Shrinkage
The split augmented Lagrangian shrinkage (SALSA) algorithm is presented by [21] and [22] as an extension to the augmented direction method of multipliers. It is originally intended for image recovery and denoising tasks. Using a regularized version of the Hessian of the fidelity A H A instead of the gradient information, the algorithm is supposed to solve 1 -minimization problems much faster than related methods.
The iterative procedure can be straightforwardly adjusted to our 2-D optimization problem and comes without matrix inversions using only matrix-matrix or matrix-vector operations. A key element is the thresholding step where we apply 2-D soft thresholding. Since the threshold should separate significant signal coefficients from noise, the threshold is derived directly from the noise level estimate of the current signal in every iteration.
B. Hard Threshold Approximate Message Passing
Approximate message passing (AMP) is introduced by [23] as an extension and improvement to iterative thresholding (IT) methods. The two steps of the iteration comprise thresholding and computation of a residual. Originating from IT, AMP is suitable to solve the 0 -minimization problem but does not require any matrix inversion steps. The algorithm can be adjusted to fit the 2-D and complex-valued task. The threshold policy in our implementation is hard thresholding with a fixed number of detections. In every iteration, s elements pass the threshold, where s is proportional or equal to the expected sparsity of the radar scene, which again is equal to the expected number of scatterers. In general, this value is unknown, however, it can be approximated using previous measurements or via estimation based on the disturbed profile.
Compared to IT, the residual is extended by the so-called Onsager correction term. It consists of the measure of indeterminacy and the average of the derivate of the shrinkage/threshold function. It is claimed that by inserting this term, the sparsity undersampling tradeoff is improved such that the theoretical tradeoff for linear programming can be reached with AMP [23] . Furthermore, it guarantees that the noise is approximately Gaussian [24] as well as the linear convergence of s. The algorithm is further referred to as hard threshold AMP (HAMP).
C. Constant False Alarm Rate Approximate Message Passing
A drawback of global soft-and hard thresholding, as utilized in SALSA and HAMP, is that the same threshold is applied to all elements. However, considering noisy and clutter afflicted radar images, the noise floor is not uniform but depends on the neighboring cells. Using the same threshold for all cells could lead to false alarms due to noise peaks and clutter, and therefore, high noise and clutter sensitivity. Constant false alarm rate (CFAR) algorithms are designed to consider these effects through estimation of local noise levels for all cells [25] . A choice for the CFAR could be the ordered statistics CFAR (OS-CFAR) that estimates the noise floor based on a neighborhood of p cells and designs a suitable threshold for every cell using a fixed rank. Straightforward parameter adjustment is achieved by deriving the CFAR directly from the CFAR instance used for the usual subsequent target detection. The scaling factor is increased (approximately doubled), and the rank is reduced to 0.5. The number of training cells as well as the neighborhood area shape are identical.
CFAR thresholding is similar to hard thresholding except that instead of a global, a local threshold is used for every cell. In Fig. 5 , the two threshold policies are depicted using the velocity profile of a scene comprising a strong and a weak target. The global hard-threshold policy only detects the stronger target where the CFAR threshold, that is better adapted to the signal course, also detects the weaker target.
We, therefore, propose a third algorithm which is a combination of AMP with OS-CFAR thresholding that will further be referred to as CFAR-AMP. The proposed method is selftuned since the threshold for every cell is computed based on the estimated local noise. A related application combining AMP and CFAR is the complex AMP algorithm for radar target detection presented in [26] .
D. Complexity Consideration
Assuming a range-velocity profile of size M × N with 10 2 < (M, N) < 10 9 and w.l.o.g. N > M. The number of expected targets s and the size p of the neighborhood in the CFAR are limited to 10 0 < (s, p) < 10 2 .
In each algorithm, a 2-D FFT operation along all rows and columns is computed. The complexity of this operation is O (M N log N) .
The soft-thresholding step in the SALSA algorithm has complexity O(M N) which is less complex than the FFT. Hence, the complexity of SALSA is O (M N log N) . The complexity of the hard-thresholding step with fixed detection rate in HAMP depends, besides the matrix size, on the fixed number of expected targets s per iteration. Identifying these s values has complexity O(s M N) which is larger than the complexity of the FFT and thereby of SALSA. The CFAR threshold depends, additionally to the matrix size, on p in the noise-level estimation step. The complexity of the CFAR threshold is O(M N p log( p)) which is also larger than SALSA and, considering the constraints of s and p, comparable to HAMP but slightly worse
O(SALSA) < O(HAMP) O(CFAR-AMP).
V. SIMULATION OF SPARSE OFDM USING COMPRESSED SENSING
In the simulation, additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is considered. The reflected energy of every target is computed based on its distance, RCS as well as EIRP (25 dBm) and gain (14 dBi) of the receive antenna. A multilane traffic scene comprising three vehicles is used as depicted in Fig. 6 . The relative velocities of the observed vehicles are 0 m/s for vehicle 3 and 15 m/s for vehicles 1 and 2. In addition, the objects in the scene are modeled as extended targets exhibiting multiple scattering centers using the approach in [27] . Scattering points not directly visible to the radar are neglected which results in 10 points in total. The power between the weakest and strongest potential scattering point in the scene is 13 dB.
For tuning of the CS algorithms, we assume that the number of scatterers s is known or an estimate is available. In addition, it is considered that using an initial underestimate of s, which is increased after every iteration until an overestimation of s is reached, can combat false detections due to signal artifacts and improve the reconstruction. For CFAR-AMP, a neighborhood of 1 × 20 cells, a rank of 0.5, and a scaling factor of 20 
A. Reconstruction of the Range-Velocity Profile
The resulting range-velocity profiles of the scene for full OFDM as well as sparse OFDM without and with CS are shown in Fig. 7 . In Fig. 7(a) , the result for full OFDM with parameters from Table I is shown. For sparse OFDM, 256 subcarriers (= 0.125W) are used, yielding a baseband bandwidth of 127.5 MHz, which is a reduction of a factor 8 compared to full OFDM. The block carrier frequency and the number of symbols in every block are chosen randomly, the maximum number is 32 for the latter. In Fig. 7(b) , the sparse OFDM range-velocity profile before CS is shown. Due to the reduced bandwidth, a drop of the noise level by approximately 9 dB is observable and reflection points disappear between arising artifacts caused by the sparse transmission pattern.
After reconstruction using CFAR-AMP, the profile depicted in Fig. 7(c) is obtained. The scattering points of the vehicles are clearly visible again and the artifacts due to the sparse transmission have vanished. Furthermore, the noise level is still about 9 dB less compared to full OFDM. This improvement is due to the reduced noise level in sparse OFDM and the peak reconstruction ability of CS that is not affecting the noise level.
Hence, in the reconstructed profile, a pseudo-SNR larger than the real SNR can be achieved.
In Fig. 8 , the velocity profile at r = 6.6 m is shown comprising the results of the full and sparse OFDM as well as the results of all three algorithms. It turns out that using CS, the power levels of the peaks are regained while the noise floor stays decreased. In the sparse profile, target peaks are hardly distinguishable from random noise peaks. After reconstruction, the peaks become sharp again, exhibiting the same peak width as in full OFDM.
B. Detection Probability and False Alarm Rate
Using simulations, the reconstruction ability of the algorithms with respect to different baseband bandwidths and noise impacts are further investigated. The results are evaluated using detection probability (P d ) of the scattering points and the false alarm rate (FAR) in the range-velocity profiles of the full, sparse, and reconstructed signals (using OS-CFAR and a peak search algorithm). The traffic scenario depicted in Fig. 6 is used and the noise impact is controlled using AWGN.
1) P d and FAR versus Baseband Bandwidth:
The relation between detection rate P d and FAR and the maximum baseband bandwidth W b,max is investigated. Sparse OFDM signals with W b,max from 7.5 to 500 MHz (0.0078-0.5W) are simulated. In every OFDM frame, W b,max is fixed for all blocks and f b as well as M b are chosen randomly for every block where M b,max is 32. In every simulation run, AWGN is applied such that in the comparative full OFDM, the SNR min of the weakest scatterer is set fixed to 15 dB. The resulting P d and FAR of the sparse measurement, as well as SALSA, CFAR-AMP, and HAMP reconstruction against W b,max are shown in Fig. 9 . In addition, for comparison, a curve for full OFDM is given (solid line). The P d of this is 0.81 and the FAR is zero and thus not visible in the graph. As expected, the worst detection probability yields the sparse measurement without CS reconstruction. Using CS, P d is considerably improved. In comparison to full OFDM, a comparable performance is reached for W b,max ≥ 100 MHz using HAMP, and approximately W b,max ≥ 200 MHz using CFAR-AMP or SALSA. As a consequence, with the sparse OFDM approach using CS, only 10%-20% of the baseband and AD/DA conversion bandwidth is needed to achieve similar fidelity as with the full OFDM approach. Fig. 9 .
Comparison of the detection rate (P d ) and FAR of full OFDM, sparse OFDM without CS, and reconstructed sparse OFDM using SALSA, CFAR-AMP, and HAMP for different maximum baseband bandwidth (W b,max ) and SNR min of 15 dB. In addition, for 200-500 MHz, P d of the reconstructed signals exceeds the one of full OFDM due to the achievable pseudo-SNR in the CS case. With increasing W b,max , this effect declines and the P d -curves of the CS algorithms approach the full OFDM P d .
Looking at the FAR curves, it turns out that with increasing W b,max the curves decrease, above 350 MHz, no false alarms are registered anymore for HAMP and CFAR-AMP.
2) P d and FAR versus SNR: The impact of the noise level, in terms of SNR min , on P d is shown in Fig. 10 is achieved at a baseband bandwidth of at least 200 MHz. For SNR min ≥ 43 dB, which is a reasonable assumption for OFDM due to the large processing gain of G p = MN , even less than 150 MHz baseband bandwidth is sufficient.
C. Reconstructed Signal Power
We further investigate the relative reconstructed target power with respect to the expected power in full OFDM against sparse baseband bandwidth. In Fig. 11 
VI. RADAR MEASUREMENT
The results from the simulation are validated using radar measurements. For this purpose, a 77 GHz heterodyne OFDM lab demonstrator is used. The heterodyne setup as shown in Fig. 12 is the same as in [12] and comprises a digital IF stage in the transmit (3 GHz) and receive (2 GHz) path. The upconversion and downconversion between baseband and IF frequency are performed in digital domain using single sideband mixers. DA conversion is done by an arbitrary waveform generator. The analog OFDM transmit signal is then upconverted to 77 GHz using a self-made two-sideband subharmonic mixer at 74 GHz. The received signal is down converted using a mixer at 75 GHz yielding an IF frequency for the OFDM signal at 2 GHz. The analog signal is sampled with 10 GS/s using an oscilloscope. Digitally, the upper sideband is selected and mixed to baseband using a digital IQ mixer.
The demonstrator allows a maximum baseband bandwidth up to 1 GHz. Thus, it is possible to perform narrowband sparse OFDM measurements as well as wideband full OFDM reference measurements. Due to restrictions of the hardware used in the demonstrator, frequency hopping is performed in the digital domain.
For evaluation, an outdoor traffic scene comprising an approaching vehicle on a street is used. Pictures of the scene from the sensor point of view and of the sensor itself are shown in Fig. 13 . The parameters of full OFDM are the same as in Table I . A full OFDM range-velocity profile reference measurement result is depicted in Fig. 14(a) . Some stationary targets and multiple reflections of the moving vehicle are observable. For sparse OFDM, a constant block bandwidth of 127.5 MHz (256 subcarriers) and random block lengths from 2 to 32 symbols are used. The range-velocity profile of a sparse OFDM measurement without CS is shown in Fig. 14(b) . In the profile, hardly any targets can be recognized. Applying HAMP, the range-velocity profile shown in Fig. 14(c) is obtained. Multiple moving targets exhibiting a velocity of 5.8-8.5 m/s and a range of 7.5-10.5 m become visible. These targets originate from the moving vehicle with high probability. The stationary targets can be assigned to reflections of metal between ground planes, bollards, light posts, and buildings. The noise floor is reduced compared to the full OFDM measurement. Once more, this is a result of the previously mentioned pseudo-SNR.
The range profile at v = 7 m/s of the sparse measurement as well as the profiles after reconstruction using SALSA, CFAR-AMP, and HAMP are shown in Fig. 15 . All algorithms are able to reconstruct the signal such that all targets become clearly visible.
VII. CONCLUSION
A sparse OFDM signal processing using CS techniques is presented which allows OFDM measurements using only a fraction of the required baseband bandwidth of standard OFDM and thereby maintaining resolution and unambiguity of an equivalent wideband signal. Thereby, this method overcomes today's hardware limitations, e.g., AD/DA converter sampling rates or data rates. Combining multiple shorter and narrowband blocks that are transmitted using random carrier frequencies, a channel bandwidth much larger than the instantaneous baseband bandwidth is occupied throughout a single measurement frame. It is shown that, if these blocks are correctly rearranged at the receiver, missing signal parts can be reconstructed using CS methods and a range-velocity profile without resolution and ambiguity loss can be obtained using standard processing based on Fourier transform. Performance and reliability of the proposed method are evaluated using detection probability and FAR. Based on simulations and measurements, it is shown that for an aimed channel bandwidth of 1 GHz, a baseband bandwidth of approximately 200 MHz is sufficient.
APPENDIX
Starting from the aimed unknown sparse range-velocity profile R, a DFT (rowwise) and IDFT (columnwise) processing yields the corresponding dense time-frequency signal frame Y . In matrix representation, this yields
with DFT/IDFT matrices given by and −1 , respectively. However, the dense time-frequency measurement is not available for the sub-Nyquist sampled sparse OFDM case but only its block segments D b yielding the known measurement frame Y . The relation between Y and Y is given by the transmission pattern P [see (8) ] via Y = P • Y where P • Y is the Hadamard product or entrywise product of P and Y . Finally, transferring (17) to sparse OFDM radar we get
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